
History 

From the first default swap contracts in the early 90s to 2008 default swaps have been printed as direct 
trades between party A and party B; they are  Over The Counter (OTC) trades. The earliest trades were 
quite customized and as the market grew became more standardized.  What we want to describe briefly 
here  are the default swap market standards and the historical motivations that lead to these standards. 
Then we want to discuss default swap trade mechanics in a little more detail looking at calendar 
specific and then cashflow specific cross sectional views, Finally, we want to discuss the sample trades 
and the problem formulation we will follow through the workflow from Front Office to Back Office.

The buyer of a credit default swap has purchased a guarantee of protection from a counterparty (seller), 
for a negotiated period of time. The protection contract stipulates that a lump sump payment will be 
made to the protection buyer at the time of a reference entity credit event.  Think of the reference entity  
as a pointer to an organization that issues debt. One of the factors leading to the popularity of default 
swap contract structure is the flexibility of allowing the reference entity to be virtually any issuer of 
debt including corporations, banks, sovereigns, issuer portfolios, special purpose vehicles, or even 
portfolio tranches. This is called the ability to customize exposure to corporate credit. Credit events are 
occasions where the contractual obligations set up at the origination of a bond (or a loan or more 
generally any debt) fail to be met or are impaired. Filing for bankruptcy, failing to make a interest  
payment, or repudiating past debt are all examples of credit events. The size of that credit event lump 
sum payment can be the price of a suitable reference obligation (e.g., bond, loan) after the credit event 
(cash settlement) or par (if the seller can deliver a suitable reference obligation  to the buyer and the 
contract is physically settled).  In return for the guarantee of protection the buyer pays a series of 
regular payments (the size of which are negotiated at the inception of the default swap) until the 
protection terminates either by the occurrence of a credit event or the negotiated time period elapses.  

Since the first interest rate swaps in 1981 the rates and credit markets have worked out a number of 
issues that apply to both interest rate swaps and credit default swaps. Many of these issues were 
covered in the in a series of International Swaps and Derivatives Association (ISDA) documents  issued 
through the late 1980s  and culminating in a sequence of ISDA documents issued in 1992. ISDA docs 
as they pertain to this short history of default swap trades fall into three categories: Master Agreements, 
Definitions, and Confirmations. OTC derivative trading counterparties execute ISDA Master 
Agreements with one another  to accomplish a number of objectives: establishing contractual terms for 
all subsequent OTC derivative trades; identifying the governing law in the case of cross boarder 
transactions; establishing commonly understood definition of terms relevant to the derivative contract;  
and providing a mechanism for confirmation of specific transactions covered by the agreement are 
among these objectives.

The executed Master Agreement  provided the feature that all covered OTC derivatives with Party B, 
would terminate simultaneously in the event that party B defaulted. This avoided the situation of the 
bankruptcy trustee selectively enforcing derivatives with a positive MTM and DKing derivatives with 
negative MTMs.  So by 1992  payment netting; cashflow computation procedures; early termination; 
and events of CP default were comfortably defined for liquid swaps trading. 
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1991 Dealers trading New Products HG & SOV CDS [Smithson 2003]; ISDA Definitions
1992 ISDA Master Agreement Documentation; 
1995 Initial ISDA Credit Derivative definitions;
1997 $170 Bn CDS Market; Asian Credit Crisis – short squeeze S. Korea & Indonesia defaults;
1998 New Products BISTRO; Russia GKO $13Bn Default; ISDA Confirmation docs
1999 ISDA Definitions and Master  Agreement; Russia MinFins; 
2000 Conseco Restructuring;
2001 Railtrack default Cheapest to deliver; National Power Spin-off; Argentina $82B Default;
Enron $63 Bn Bankruptcy;  
2002 ISDA Master Agreement; Xerox default NoRE;  Reference Entity Database (RED); 
Worldcom $104 Bn Bankruptcy; Conseco $61 Bn Bankruptcy; Global Crossing $30 Bn 
Bankruptcy 
2003 ISDA Credit Definitions – ModRe, ModModRe; New Products HY CDS; Mirant $19 Bn 
Bankruptcy
2004 $5 Tn CDS market; New Products – CDX/ITRAX;
2005 ISDA Novation protocol; ISDA CDX settlement protocol
2006 DTCC warehouse; Dana Default – Credit Event valuations; Dealers implement STP
2007 CDS trading volume spike – Front Office/Back Office Coordination; 
2008 $62 Tn CDS market; Credit Crisis; LEH $613 Bn Bankruptcy; Fannie & Freddie Defaults

 Table 1: CDS Trade Milestone Dates

Sometime in the early 90s each of the then aspiring default swap dealers observed that the 1988 Basel 1 
bank regulatory capital requirements created numerous potential clients that would like to reduce risk  
on the balance sheet and free up regulatory capital, perhaps by trading a security like a swap.  Some of 
the earliest default swaps were traded using the 92 ISDA docs. The market grew and became liquid by 
resolving issues not covered in the 92 docs including: 

1. Identification of the reference entities, 
2. Credit event definitions for those reference entities,  
3. Standard default swap termination protocol for these credit events, and 
4. Front Office to Back Office streamlining of the workflow for these default swaps.

This is what happened in an iterative fashion between the 1997 Asian Credit Crisis and the 2008 
Lehman Brothers bankruptcy punctuated by several large bankruptcies, restructurings, and defaults as 
well as ISDA Master Agreement, Definitions, and Confirmation improvements in 1995, 1998-9, 2002-
3, and 2005 (see Table 1). 

The Identification of the Reference Entity is really the most significant trading development introduced  
by default swaps. This is where trading integrated a concept similar to C++ pointer dereferencing into 
the OTC derivative trade contract. The OTC contract suddenly had much greater expressive range – 
sort of like adding pointers to a new programming language.  Not only was the reference entity concept 
flexible enough to handle unexpected corporate succession events like the 2001 National Power spin-
off into two distinct reference entities of different creditworthiness but its flexibility has other 
repercussions.  These are pointers without restrictions;  in retrospect it appears that the reference entity 
pointer can be cast without restrictions. The reference entity type can vary creating new OTC derivative 
products that function under the existing ISDA Master Agreement. The reference entities started out as 
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Sovereign or HG Corporate issuers (pointer to scalars). In  98 JP Morgan introduced BISTRO where 
the reference entity became a tranche of a customized portfolio of debt issuers (pointer to a function 
taking an array as an argument) . In 2002 an industry consortium pulled a substantial fraction of the 
existing reference entities into a single database for common reference, called the Reference Entity  
Database (RED). This is important for a number of reasons, one being, dealers want their single name 
traders to book trades against the same Reference Entity used by the Synthetic CDO trader.  Trading 
management does not want to have trades booked against each of “Lehman Brothers Special 
Financing”, and “LEHMAN BROTHERS, INC”, and “Leh” when they need to sort out their risk. In 
2003 HY issuers started to show up as reference entities followed by CDX and ITRAX defining the 
reference entity as a standard portfolio of issuers (pointer to an array).

The credit event definition is, in a sneaky way, the underpinning for the CDS market pricing as well as 
a contributor to the market bifurcation between cash and derivative credit spreads as well as sovereign/
corporate and US/European default swap trading. That's because the definition  of the credit event 
depends on both the issuer and the class of debt issued as referred to by the CDS documentation. In 
particular all the trader marked credit spreads representing the market's view on the present and future 
prospects of a particular credit (issuer or issue) are parameterized by the credit event definition as 
applied to different issuers and issues through the capital structure hierarchy. So, there is a 5 year credit 
spread for Freddie's Senior Unsecured debt covering: Freddie's potential filing for bankruptcy; 
Freddie's potential for missing a payment; and Freddie's potential for restructuring its existing debt. 
Similarly, just as an example, there is a 7 year credit spread for Freddie's subordinated debt covering: 
Freddie's potential filing for bankruptcy;  Freddie's potential for missing a payment; but not Freddie's 
potential for restructuring its existing debt. So the credit curves representing the complete term 
structure of credit spreads over libor are parameterized to make explicit the issuer as well as the debt 
class, currency, and credit event scope

FRE(Senior Unsecured, USD, NoRe).

The malleability of the credit event definition has allowed market standards to evolve tailored to the  
circumstances encountered trading the market. By 1997 the larger dealers were ramping up trading 
capacity using customized docs referring to the 1992 ISDA Master Agreement. The Credit Event 
definitions for the reference entity looked similar to the counterparty termination events from the 92 
docs initially. You could estimate how big the trading operation was at most dealers by counting how 
many lawyers were retained by the desk. Due to the dealer specific customizations  there was 
significant legal basis risk.  Some desks operated with the strategy of buying broad protection and 
selling narrow protection in order to shift the legal basis risk away from the desk. So simply being long 
or short a single name with a single dealer could introduce basis risk  not to mention the cash and 
derivative basis risk 

Default swap basis = default swap spread – par floater spread

universally observed as default swap spreads traded distinctly from par floater and asset swap spreads. 
Dealers attributed the basis due to a variety of fundamental and market driven reasons [O'Kane & 
McAdie] including the risk of technical default where a credit event triggers the termination of the 
default swap and no corresponding cash default has occurred.  

Sovereign and Corporate default swaps are mutually exclusive in the issuer names and underlying debt 
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issues and for that alone the respective markets trade differently. Sovs names include EM names such 
as Brazil, Mexico, Argentina, Russia, and Turkey as well as some state owned corporates such as 
Pemex and Gazprom. But sov and corporate default swap markets also bifurcate due to the definition of 
credit events. The ISDA Credit Event definition  evolved into choosing a collection of events from a 
selectable list including: Bankruptcy, Failure to Pay, Restructuring, Obligation Acceleration/Default,  
and Repudiation/Moratorium. Default comes in several forms and configurations for default swaps. 
Bankruptcy means an insolvent corporate issuer is unable to service debt; the dissolution of issuer or 
the shift of control to a secured party, custodian or receiver. Failure to Pay means that after some 
suitable grace period, the issuer is unable to make payments due on existing obligations. 
Restructuring means that the issuer renegotiates some of its  debt on more favorable terms.
 Obligation Acceleration/Default means that the issuer pays off debt earlier than scheduled. 
Repudiation/Moratorium means that the issuer rejects or challenges some portion of their outstanding 
debt. These informal definitions omit some of the nuanced complexity in the interest of brevity. The 
ISDA credit event definitions were hammered out responding to experiences through a series of 
restructurings and defaults among the earliest and most influential: Russia in 1998 and Argentina in 
2001. More precisely on how the hammering out the definitions & docs process works – with each 
default there are the folks that bought protection and folks that sold protection and in the end they have 
to agree that the definitions, confirms, and master agreements in place for this default match their  
understanding to such a degree that they are willing to meet the economic obligations recorded in these 
documents. Confidence in the  clarity, accuracy, and enforcability of the documents increases as they 
remain in place from $10 Bn  to several trillion dollars of default swap terminations (i.e., folks actually 
paid several billion dollars based on obligations made with these docs) . In 1998, Russia issued short 
term domestic (ruble-denominated) zero-coupon treasury bonds, called GKOs, that attracted some 
foreign investors including the hedge fund Long Term Capital. In August 1998, Russia announced a 
devaluation of the ruble and a non-compulsory restructuring of the GKOs making the foreign investors 
cash positions untenable while continuing to service their external debt.  For the Russia default swap 
longs the prevailing 1991 ISDA definition of restructuring required demonstration of a somewhat 
subjective  “materiality” to trigger a credit event with skeptical shorts. The 1999 ISDA restructuring 
definition introduced several objective tests to replace “materiality” in response to the Russian Default  
swap disputes. Then the 2001 Argentine “voluntary” restructuring of its sov debt, prior to its actual 
default  retested the new 99 definitions in the same non-compulsory way as the GKO restructuring. The 
problem in the 99 docs was that the restructuring still had to be mandatory.  In retrospect, Protection 
buyers nearing the maturity date of their ARG default swaps were anxious to get agreement on the 
restructuring credit event because some of their default swaps would mature before Argentina actually 
missed a payment or repudiated.  Corporate default swaps have settled on a credit event definition 
composed of bankruptcy, failure to pay, and some form of restructuring (sometimes no Restructuring 
depending on how close they want to track the cash default). Historically for corporates by far the most 
common form of credit event is bankruptcy[]. Whereas, for sovereigns,  

“Countries don't go bust”    

as former Citibank chairman Walter Wriston put it in 1982; Sovereigns don't file for bankruptcy. There 
is no bankruptcy process for Sovs. The Sov default arrival process is contingent on the exposure to the 
political cost of paying rather than the Corporate capacity to pay. Russia can raise revenue through 
taxation; Ford has no citizens to tax (well sort of [ http://www.chryslerllc.com/en/news/?
bid=3341833&pid=32242613&adid=210633175&rid! ]).
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Like Sov and Corp credits, European and US credits are more or less mutually exclusive, however, 
since the corporate issuers trade in similar industrial sectors ( Autos, Telecom, Airlines, Retailers, etc.) 
across Europe and US it is not obvious that the corresponding default swap markets will diverge. Given 
the relative size of their respective cash credit markets Europe ($xx Tn notional 2003) and US ($xx Tn 
notional 2003) default swap trading have diverged on the credit event restructuring while more or less 
in agreement on Bankruptcy and Failure to Pay. The differences in restructuring seem to focus on the 
ease of finding a deliverable obligation for physical  settlement in the event of a restructuring trigger of  
a default swap.  In Europe fewer cash credit sources due to smaller bond market whereas in US more 
cash credit sources for deliverable obligations due to a larger market. BBA 2006 reported that 73% of 
outstanding CDS are physically settled versus 23% cash settled with cash settlement growing more 
popular. The signal events that developed the current restructuring view were: Conseco's 2000 
restructuring; Xerox's 2002 restructuring; and the 2003 ISDA docs codification of NoRE, ModRe, and 
ModModRe. 

The cross default provisions in corporate bond indentures seemed to be one way to constrain Corp 
issuers from negotiating with its debt holders like Sov issuers. Through Russia 98 and Argentina 2001 
it was clear that starting restructuring/default negotiations with a subset of debt holders (domestic debt 
holders) was an effective tactic in restructuring all debt eventually. Since Corps did not have domestic 
and external debt it seemed as though the sov restructuring complications might not be so prevalent 
with Corps. But restructuring with Corp loans even with the cross default provisions in the bond 
indentures killed that idea. The notion that an issuer restructuring with a subset of debt holders seemed 
to herald an oncoming issuer default persisted. In September,  2000 two of the insurance company 
Conseco's banks agreed to provide an extension on $2.8 Bn of short term loan facilities. The extension 
keeps Conseco from filing for bankruptcy, and is viewed as a positive credit development to the point 
that Conseco's bonds appear to rally on the news of the extension agreement with the banks. But the 
extension is regarded as a credit event and $2 Bn in default swaps are triggered. One of the bank's loan 
extensions was for a Conseco loan facility maturing the next day. So theoretically that loan could have 
matured and another loan set up with the extension terms and maturity – but that would not have 
triggered a restructuring credit event. The bank reportedly was long Conseco protection so there is the 
possibility of a moral hazard. Conseco filed a $61 Bn bankruptcy in late 2001.  In 2002, Xerox 
negotiated for new terms on $7 billion credit facility while continuing to service its debt. News of the 
new credit facility apparently drives up the price of existing debt. Dealers agree that the credit facility  
restructuring triggers CDS credit event. Insurance Cos. caught short Xerox protection argue that 
restructuring doesn't fit well with models using rating agency default studies typically triggering on 
bankruptcy and failure to pay. Given the Conseco moral hazard, regulators want to keep restructuring 
in Corp credit event definitions so that banks won't simply force more ailing borrowers  in to 
bankruptcy or payment default in order to exercise their CDS contracts. 

Given the relatively larger proportion of corporate loan debt versus bond debt in Europe – European 
bankers opted to retain a restructuring clause even as US default swap trading attempted to move away 
from restructuring.  ISDA issued a new Master Agreement and Definitions in 2002-3  that  introduced 
NoRe, ModRe, and ModModRe credit events and codified the US/European default swap market 
divergence. So as a result we get a bunch of (mostly corporate)  restructuring options: Restructuring, 
NoRe, ModRe, and ModModRe. Restructuring now somewhat less informally means that the issuer 
changes,  postpones, or lowers the claim of an obligation by reducing the interest rate or the principal 
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amount or the payment currency.  In full restructuring  the deliverable obligation has a maturity limit of  
30 years and has to match the reference obligation characteristic specified in the confirmation.  In 
Modified restructuring ( US market standard)  the deliverable obligation has to have a maturity within 
30 months of the maturity of the default swap (prefer 30 month of the restructuring date). The 
deliverable obligation must be transferable without consent of the issuer.  In Modified, Modified 
restructuring (European Market Standard) the maturity of the deliverable obligation cannot exceed 60 
months if its a bond or loan  (30 months it is neither a bond nor loan) and the obligation can be 
conditionally transferable if consent cannot be unreasonably withheld or delayed.  The bifurcation on 
the terms of the deliverable obligation stems from relative liquidity of US and European Bond markets.  
Presumably at the time of the bifurcation, European CDS traders were more sensitive to the risk on 
being caught in a short squeeze to obtain a specific deliverable obligation.

On the Default Swap market's 360 degree performance management 2008 annual review Identifying 
the Reference Entity and  the Definitions of Credit Events are now comparative strengths and the 
Termination Protocol remains a development area.  The default swap market has evolved in a 
somewhat trial and error fashion where unfolding events reveal documentation risk that is subsequently 
patched. The 97 Asian Credit Crisis, 2000 Conseco loan restructuring, Nomora's 2001 Railtrack 
judgement, and the 2006 Dana default experiences formed the basis for the current termination 
protocol. All of these experiences are similar in that the seller of protection seems to have had an 
expectation that default protection was like insurance in that they expected the protection buyer to have  
an a priori specific economic interest in the debt involved in triggering the credit event. As events  
unfold the protection buyers realize that they do not want to be constrained by needing to show 
damages to claim protection. The protection buyers would prefer to go find some impaired debt (or 
even just similar debt) and deliver that to the protection seller for a payment of par. This is where Lewis 
and Einhorn say that default swaps are set up so that you can buy fire insurance on you neighbor's 
house for more than its appraised value.  Lets look at the market history starting from the assumption 
that the CDS longs and shorts agree that a credit event has triggered. 

Since the early short squeeze accompanying the 1997 Asian sovereign default swap terminations  it was 
understood that the aggregate notional of credit default swaps outstanding could substantially exceed 
the deliverable credit cash securities notional. Since most of the default swap contracts specify physical 
delivery the post-credit event demand  may far outstrip the supply. The introduction of a default swap 
termination driven demand can create a volatile market for bonds, that might otherwise be expected to  
trade flat at the recovery rate, scheduled to be delivered to protection sellers for par.  It was clear early 
on that the process of finding and purchasing deliverable reference obligations for the protection buyers 
would take a nontrivial amount of time. 

After fixing the Russian GKO restructuring “materiality” issue in the 99 ISDA docs the market found 
the cheapest to deliver problem tied on the end of the corporate loan restructuring triggers. Again 
looking back to the 2000 Conseco restructuring we find that the longs not only got the credit event 
triggered on the extension of a short term loan facility but then delivered long term bonds with a 60 
handle for par. Some protection sellers felt that there was too much latitude in the selection of the 
deliverable obligations when the restructuring credit event was triggered on a one year loan facility 
trading at 90 and the protection buyers deliver (figuratively) 30 year maturity zeros for par. The sellers 
of protection  implicitly expected that the debt causing the credit event should be closely related to the  
deliverable reference obligation.
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Controversy over the cheapest to deliver option was also a focus of Nomora's 2001 Railtrack 
judgement against CSFB to use a Convertible Bond as the deliverable obligation in a physically settled 
default swap. In 2001 Nomura held default protection from CSFB triggered by the default of the UK 
rail operator Railtrack.  According to the 1999 definitions Nomora was to deliver a “Not Contingent” 
obligation - an obligation where the payment of principal isn't subject to a contingency. Nomura 
delivered Railtrack's convertible bonds, trading at a price significantly lower than other Railtrack debt,  
to CSFB. CSFB objected asserting that the convertibility of the bonds was a contingency, however, the 
judgement found that in this case contingency didn't mean at the option of the issue holder or trustee. 
ISDA amended their definitions correspondingly.  [see E Pollack Assessing the Usage and Effect of 
Credit Derivatives 2003]. As an aside, this is why you might see the your Synthetic CDO trader holding 
converts (seemingly out of the blue) as corporate bullets in a trading system that doesn't even know the 
converts exist. 

The 2006 Dana default, where there were $2 bn bonds outstanding and $20 bn CDS outstanding, 
highlighted physical settlement CDS termination issues in the dramatic cash price movement post  
default leading into the ISDA CDX auction. By 2006 there were several different types of protection 
markets: CDS, CDX, and Synthetic CDO. Post the credit event traders observed a recovery basis since 
different protection markets used different  methodologies to derive a recovery rate at different times 
(typically within 30 days of the credit event – but some SCDOs revaluations were held 60 -120 days 
post the credit event). Rating agencies introduced Loss Given Default ratings to address the 
loss/recovery rate uncertainty with variable results. [see CDS Recovery Basis  Nomura April, 2006] 

 With the 2008 Credit Crisis came  several notable settlement auctions including those for Fannie Mae 
and Lehman Brothers. The Fannie Mae auction produced a price of $91.51 for Senor debt and 99.90 for 
Subordinated debt - turning upside down the corporate capital structure valuation assumption that 
Senior Recovery rates are greater than SUB recovery rates.  The Lehman auction successfully cleared 
the market for $400 Bn notional default swaps after much hand-wringing.
 
The default swaps market grew so fast and overcame so many obstacles it fit the Front Office Field of 
Dreams inspirational mantra of 

“If you build it, they will come” 

in contradistinction to credit  Back Office's recollection of the same period inspired by The Doubtful 
Guest

“It came seventeen years ago -- and to this day It has shown no intention of going away.”  

This dichotomy of views has grown sharper since the 2003 ISDA docs publication; the standardization 
issues have become less of a gating factor for market growth. The default swap market handled the 
massive 2001-2 bankruptcies Enron,  Argentina, Worldcom, Conseco, Global Crossing, and Mirant as 
well as the growth of the SCDO protection market. 
 
After 2003 the scenario that seemed to draw a seemingly disproportionate amount of dealer attention 
was the  default swap termination protocol - what if GM and Ford default soon?  First the notion that 
GM and Ford credit spreads were rounding Ecuador and headed for Egypt was astounding as these 
were the largest issuers in the Investment Grade index. But the prior sovereign and corporate defaults 
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required working through a couple hundred positions – these would require working through a 
defaulting inventory in the neighborhood of 10-20 thousand positions. This wasn't something 
management to assign to their most capable trader and expect him to figure it out manually. The 
operations, technology, and the process management didn't scale and everyone kind of understood that. 
 
By 2005 the number of daily trades to book, the Trioptima tearups to control inventory size, 
counterparty identification issues for novated trades, patchwork market data access, slow analytics 
applied to growing inventories caught up to the lumbering infrastructure. As the market flew by on its 
way to $62 Tn of CDS positions in early 2008 the Front Office and Back Office systems including: 
trade booking, workflow process control, trading systems,  curve marking systems, analytics, corporate 
risk and P&L  systems all needed massive overhauls simultaneously. Of course not all dealers were in 
the same condition some had more contemporary and responsive infrastructure components than the 
others. But the prevailing problem for most credit dealers was to get it all working together. Working 
together wasn't the norm. Everyone remembers the recent Goldman/JPM hire on the trading desk – he 
(invariably it was a he) is charming, bright, articulate, talented, and a vitriolic wit to boot. Successful at  
business, good at engaging people in conversation, could hold his liquor, not pedantic, didn't dwell on 
anything too long or obsessively, except for certain professional opinions elicited by trading 
management. The responses always start with the words “well at Goldman ...” or” At JP we had...”. 
“Well at Goldman our P&L and risk was real time and the explanatories actually worked”, or “Well at 
Goldman all the sales trades matched or unmatched it made into the overnight batch”,  or “At JP we 
had quants that were driven ... they ran the NYC marathon, competitively.”  The frequency of  the 
conversational tic would decay overtime as the clever Goldman or JP chap was assimilated into the 
Borg but the comments typically did reflect the reality even if a little distorted by their sporadic  
emphasis. Dealers promoted Credit derivative traders with a sense of how to use technology to drive 
operational efficiencies to senior trading management positions. The problem was Front Office to Back 
Office integration.
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